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Who We Are


Premium Fix Carcare LTD is a Nigeria based and licensed mobile
mechanic repair garage that is set to compete in the highly competitive
and fragmented auto repair and maintenance services industry with
active presence in all state capital market because we intend
expanding our services across key cities in the entire local government
in Nigeria



Premium Fix Carcare LTD is a Multilevel Marketing company that will
offers mobile auto mechanic repair services with a financial reward
plan that makes it convenient for our customers to get maximum Auto
carcare anytime, anywhere without payment.



Our business goal is to become one of the leading mobile auto
mechanic services company in Nigeria and we will make sure that we
do all we can to compete favorably with leaders in the industry.
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Vision

Our vision is to establish a standard and world class one
stop mobile auto mechanic services business whose
services and brand will not only be accepted in Nigeria
but also in west Africa.
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Mission

Our mission is to provide professional mobile auto repair,
maintenance services and other auto repair related
services that will assist businesses, individuals, households
and non-profit organizations who owns automobiles in
ensuring that their automobiles are always in good shape
at little or no cost.
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Product and Service


Repairing and replacing automotive
engines



Repairing automotive brakes



Performing automotive electric
repairs



Performing general automotive repairs



Brake repair services



Wheel alignment and repair services



Scheduled and preventative repair and
maintenance services



Sales of Automotive spare part



Other repair and maintenance
services



Repairing and replacing automotive
exhaust systems



Repairing automotive transmissions

N.B: Please note that all the services listed above will be carried out in any location (home or offices
premises et al) as requested by our clients
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How Premium Fix Carcare LTD Work


Premium Fix Carcare offers every registered member a Carcare Plan that covers repair and
maintenance of cars not older that 1996 model free for 6 months for token premium
regardless of how often the car breaks down.



There are 4 package;
- Basic: This involves routine oil and filter change, brake pads, shock & strut, sway bar &
link
- Regular: Basic package plus performance issue.
- VIP: This covers an in-depth repair of all the system on a vehicle including programming.
-V. VIP: This covers the VIP package with temporal substitute car pending the repair
duration i.e. engine or transmission problem
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How the Multilevel Marketing Work
Register 5 member on any of our 4 package;
Basic
- ₦10,000
Regular - ₦15,000
VIP
- ₦25,000
V. VIP - ₦40,000 and immediately earn 20% from your First generation,10% Second
generation,5% Third generation.


For example,
1st Gen

Earn 20%
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Basic

Regular

VIP

V.VIP

Earn 20%

₦10,000

₦15,000

₦25,000

₦40,000

₦18,000

₦10,000

₦15,000

₦25,000

₦40,000

₦40,000

₦10,000

₦15,000

₦25,000

₦40,000

₦40,000

₦10,000

₦15,000

₦25,000

₦40,000

₦40,000

₦10,000

₦15,000

₦25,000

₦40,000

Registration Requirement


Membership: Registration is free.



Carcare Plan: Purchase any of the 4 package
Basic
- ₦10,000 or 0.01 Bitcoin
Regular - ₦15,000 or 0.015 Bitcoin
VIP
- ₦25,000 or 0.025 Bitcoin
V. VIP
- ₦40,000 or 0.04 Bitcoin
Account Name: PREMIUM FIX CARCARE LIMITED
Account Number: 0099474657
Diamond Bank PLC.



Financial Reward Plan: Register just 5 member



Note: Payment is bitcoin is also allowed

Bitcoin Wallet: 32e9TvkwAcjus8kGQhEhFod6godmsehAn1
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Remember the following;


The world’s biggest bank has no actual cash - Bitcoin



The world’s largest taxi company, owns no single cab - Uber



The world’s most valuable retailer, has no inventory - Alibaba



The world’s largest accommodation provider, owns no real estate – Airbnb



Join the revolution be a part of www.pfcarcare.com and
lets make history together.
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